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MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

shop
hospitality.

The January meeting was held in John Marcon's new
withzz persons attending. We appreciate his

John Marcon gave us an extensive presentation on wood
carving. He told of lus training under German and Italian
masters in this country and in Europe and his trials and
tribulations in attempting to learn the techniques ofthe

carver's
the
removal

trade. John showed us the special features ofthe
workbench, the variety ofcarving chisels required and
extensive planning requiredbefore any wood

begins.

There was an in-depth discussion ofthe technique of
sharpening chisels which included determining the
angle for various types of wood, selection of the
sharpening stones andbuffing wheels, and common

proper
appropriate

'\-

Practices'

which
and
the

John displayed many of the camngs in lus shop
included animals, coats-of-arms, religious symbols
faces of recognized personalities. He also drscussed
staining and finishing procedures which varied according to
the desired effect and objects.

refers to those logs which have been recovered from the
bottoms of rivers and bayous where they have larn for many
years as casualties of the early lumbering operations. The
q/press logs, except for some damage by barnacles or
handling are perfectly useable lumber. The wood normall-v
has taken on a dark grayrsh brown coloration which only
enhances its beauty and value as furmture material. The
board displayed by John had an attractive grarn pattern and
beautiful coloration. Ed. note: Lynn Boddie has recently
displayed in the gallery at the Imperial Calcasieu il[useunt
some fumiture which he had made from this type of
recoveredwood.
John Perry also displayed a special air helmet wluch is
designed to provide clean breathing air in a dusty
environment. This battery-powered device forces filtered air
into the helmet and across the shielded face. This qpe of
helmet is usedby another club member, tsob Patin.
The importance of this protective dence becomes obvious as
we work with toxic woods (including spalted woo4 which
contains a fungus) or we have inadequate dust removal
systems.

SHOW AND TELL
Whitney Derise, our president-elect and coordinator of our
new, Christmas toys effort, recently obtained 2,000 lbs. of
railroad tie cut-offs from a mill in Merryville. Much of this
wood will be used for making the toys but is also available
to anyone who needs this tlpe of wooden block. Whitney
also reminded us that planning for making the toys will

begin soon.

Subject: Joints & Gluing by Lynn Boddie

Russell Tritico showed a bird house which he recently
made using a plan from Goose Pond Mill. Constructed of
redwood the octagonal structure has a towering, removable,
shaped-cedar shake roof and protective dormers over the
entry holes. A removable interior baflle facilitates cleaning.
Some purple martins will have a lururious home this
spring.
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John Perry showed us a board

February 8,1997 at the
Calcasieu Parish Library
301 W. Claude St., Lake Charles, LA

of "sinker" qpress.

For

those ofyou who have not heard this term before, "sinker"

FIJTT]RE MEETII{GS
Mar. 8 Leo Flynn - Furniture from Flexible
Plywood

Apr. 12 Japanese Hand Tools by the owner
of Houston's Cutting Edge
May 10 Metallurgy

SAFETY HAZARI)
John Perr-v told us of two recent incidents in his shop
whereby spiral router bits came loose from the router while
in operation. [n one instance. the bit flew out ofthe collet
wlule spinning at a high speed.

3.

away from the router. and particularlt n"rth,harC.
woods. but it also will tend to push the bit back into the
router collet.
Use a hieh speed steel spiral bit. The collet mav be able
to grip this softer shank more effectivel1". but this is an
uncertaintl. It depends on the t),De ofcollet on vour
router.

So that vou will be better inJbnnecl on this situation, the
etlitor is providing the Jbllowing

The use of spiral router bits has become very
popular. particularly in our club with the
extensive use of the joint-matic devrces to produce
box joints or mortice and tenon joints, etc. . In
comparison to the standard or straight bits, spiral
bits tend to cut cleaner because ofthe shearing
action and they also remove wood more
effectively from the resultant hole. Spiral bits are
made of either high-speed steel or solid carbide.
The latter has been more popular because it is
sharper, produces the cleanest cut and lasts
longer.
The problem with the spiral bits is two-fold:
The solid carbide bit has a very smooth shank which is
more difficult to grasp securely with some router

1.

2.

4.

5.

CMT Tools has a special router bit called the Up &
Down Spiral Bit. It spirals upward for about the hrst
5/8" from the tip. then it switches direction and spirals
downward for the remainder of its length. It's very
expensive and limrted to ll2" sue.
Lastly, use a straight, two-fluted. non-spiral router bit.

It

will

not cut as cleanly, nor will it remove the clups

from the hole, but the collet should be able to hold it in
place and it will work!

Collet-system types

ffi ?
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collets.

With the upward sprral configuration (the most
commonly used one), while it tends to pull wood
particles from the hole being cut, the wood exerts a pull
on the router bit tending to pull it from the router
collet. If not secured firmly, the bit can come out of the
collet.
The collets on some routers, particularly the economy
models are inadequate. The collet normally consists of
two parts: a split friction sleeve and a compression
collar or ring. In the economy models (some Sears units
fall into this category) the sleeve has only one split.
Better models have several splits producing multiple
fingers, if you will, which tend to do a better job of
grasping the bit. Fig. 1 shows a variety of collets on
existing routers.
Lastly, some of the routers do not allow you to apply
enough force on the collet. Wrenches are two small, or
only one wrench is provided wluch is to work in
conjunction with a locking detent on the router.

All is not lost, however. There
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Two-piece Corldt nut
colleVnut .!tih,nterassemblywith crangeable
adapter sleeve .ollets

I

Separate
two-piece
colleVnut
assemblies

NEW MEMBER
We are pleased to welcome into membership
Herman Vincent
4126 Heyd Avenue
Lake Charles, LA 70605

Erratum

are things that you can do to
reduce the hazard albeit some solutions represent a
compromise.
Wlerever possible, if you wish to use an upward spiral
router bit. use a router which has the better collet and

The January newsletter contained the following
incorrect statement: "Be sure to put the club
meetings (the second Tiresday of each month) on
your calendar so you don't miss one.tt

allows you to apply plenty of force when locking it into
place. A two wrench procedure is the best.
Use a downward spiral router bit. This unit will leave
wood chips in the hole but it will tend to push the wood

The edrtor apologzes for this goof and wishes to
remind all, particularly our newer members, that
we regularly meet on the second Saturdav of each
month.
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The Delta "Sidekick" Sliding Compound

Saw-

A Review by Barry Humphus
During the past year or so several power tool manufacturers have begun marketing slidrng coutpound miter salvs.
This unique tool combines many features of the radral arrn salv wrth traditional compound lruter units to make
angle. bevel and cross-cutting moderately wide stock (up to 12") an easy task,
I recently acquired (frorn Stines) the Delta Sidekick Sliding Compound Saw urut after reliewing products on the
market and comparing their various features (and also thanks to a recent birthday and my wife's tolerance and
generosity). As I have a relatively small shop. I looked for one that didn't take a great deal of space. My other
selection criteria included: accuracy, ease of setup and use. and serviceability.

Most of these saws are designed to be mounted on your workbench. As my bench space is limited- I wanted a umt
that would easily fit a movable stand. The Delta Sidekick fit tlus need exactly. It comes *ith a stand consisting of a
folding table leg-like arrangement that locks into place. However, the saw can be removed from the stand and
attachments are included to mount it on a workbench as needed. All you have to do to set it up is tip it on one end,
unfqld the stan4 tip it upright, and you're ready to work. The body and plate are made of cast aluminum, resulting
in a relatively light weight (total weight with stand is 55 lbs.). In fact, the stand/saw combination. when folded,
can be hung on a wall out of the way. The portability also makes the saw easy to transport to a work site.
The stand has slide-out anns on both sides that provide support for long work. The arms hav-e sliding stops so
repeated cuts are easily made, Brackets on the right end of the arm extensions hold the included adjustment tools.

Miter adjustments are accomplishedvia a one-handed clamp on the front of the urut. Miter stop detents are
provided at A,22.5,31.62 and45 degrees though any other setting is easily and accurately made using the built-in
scale. The clamp for the compound bevel is at the rear of the unit's slide bars. You simply loosen the clamp and
adjust the bevel according to a built-in scale from 0 to .15 degrees. An adjustable holddown is provided that will
secure most work to the table.

The depth of cut (e. g. , for dados) setting is not as easy as I would like as there is no scale for depth. It requires that
you use one of the included tools to adjust a stop lry trial and error. But I have a Joint-Matic, an extra router and a
small table saw for most of these cuts anlway.
The instruction manual is a well designed layout with plenty of clear photos but somewhat lacking in depth of
information. It presumes you are familiar with mrter and compound cutting and heavily emphaszes safety
measures.

You use the saw much like a standard radial arm unit. However, the rotation of the included carbide tip blade (I
like smaller curfs so fitted it with a thinner blade) turns away from you. This means that you pull the cutting head
toward you, lower the head and then engage the switch while pushing the head toward the fence to make your cut.
This also means that the work is pressed into the fence and results in accurate cuts. The fence is also adjustable.
Prices on sliding compound saws range from about $450.00 to as much as $900.00 The Delta was in the lower end
of the range at 5540.00. In short, this saw met my requirements and expectations for portabilirJ*, size and capacity
plus has the benifit of a well known and respected brand. The Sidekick comes with a two year limited warrantv.

Editor's note" Have you had your

e:/e on a sliding compound miter saw tatel.y?
af all the available
models' which would yo.u choose
1,rw shop? dver a'year ,lo u"rtrn Crookshank demonstrated his
{oi
new purchase' the -l'Iakita unit' Barry
Humpius, a-newer member of the club receivecl a different
moclel
for Christntas. He has providetl rhe above article for our information.

